
art nr 

year

size 

material

rrp

 

2300 - 2301

2014

300 x 100 x 77cm  |  550-600 x 100 x 78cm 

oak

euro 2.989  |  euro 5.481

TREE-TRUNK TABLE
It appears to be an innocent design, the new Tree Trunk Table and Chair. 
But it’s the result of a determination not to throw anything away. Taking the 
material as it is, doing as little as possible to it and assigning it a major role 
in the final product is virtually always the starting point for my designs. It only 
came to me later that this principle had been carried to extremes with these 
designs. The two planks of the table top have the size and shape they had 
when they arrived from the sawmill. The split that remains open in the heart of 
the table top is, from a practical point of view, actually no problem at all. With 
the chairs, this actually makes it possible to place the wooden parts at the 
right angle, thus creating the desired seating comfort. The back legs of the 
chairs can only be made using wooden pieces that are bent in the right way 
– wood that normally can’t be used at all for traditional, pragmatic, straight 
designs done on a drawing table or computer. Just as, in the past, the ribs of 
a boat or rafters of a roof were made from selected trees, we have to select 
the wood for the legs. This means that the chairs cannot just be made in any 
quantity and whenever you want.



art nr        2302   

size         200 x 100 x 78 cm

material        oak

rrp        euro 2.989   

TREE-TRUNK DESKTABLE

art nr     2303 

size         50 x 83 x 48 cm

material        oak 

rrp        euro 1.047 

     

   

TREE-TRUNK CHEST OF DRAWERS



art nr     2330  |  2331

size         110 x 95 x 67(33) cm 

material        oak / white cream verlours  |  piele of f-white cream velours

rrp        euro 2.203  |  euro 2.437

TREE-TRUNK ARM CHAIR AND SEAT

art nr     2322  |  2325

size         66 x 95 x 67(33) cm

material        oak / white cream verlours  |  piele of f-white cream velours

rrp        euro 1.821 |  euro 2.200


